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Synchrotron Big Data Science
Chunpeng Wang, Ullrich Steiner, and Alessandro Sepe*
common practice in synchrotron community to collect and store results by saving
digital images as scientific records. This
image-centric data-production trend, combined with the increasing brightness and
flux of the synchrotron facilities worldwide, and the new beamline end-station
automation capabilities, pose “Big Data”
challenges to both beamline scientists
and users, who nowadays have to deal this
with a dramatic exponential growth of data
produced and collected. The cross-domain
Big Data issue for the whole synchrotron
community includes, but is not limited to,
long-term data preservation, data transfer,
data analysis pipelines, data lifecycle management, and real-time feedback guiding
on-site scientific and technical decisions
during users’ beam-time. Such feedback
is evidently greatly affected by the accuracy and automation implemented for the
real-time data evaluation at the beamline.
Traditionally, users conduct experiments and collect data during their
assigned and limited beam-time, but
most beamlines cannot provide sufficient
hardware and software infrastructure to achieve real-time data
processing. As a result, most data cannot be analyzed on-site
because users are not willing to spend their valuable beam-time
on time-consuming data processing. The usual practice at present has users copying their large data sets from the beamline,
and then spending months analyzing the data collected just to
obtain few results that are suitable for a publication. This practice severely limits the otherwise outstanding scientific potential and research output of synchrotrons worldwide. On the
other hand, most users are experts in their own research areas,
rather than computing and data management, and are therefore unable to develop user-friendly software packages which
can efficiently handle the deluge of data produced by their
experiments at synchrotrons. Providing real-time user-friendly
advanced data processing capability at synchrotrons would definitely revolutionize the scientific software environment at the
large facilities, making them much more user- and sciencecentric. Eliminating many of the set of manual technicalities
involved with data management, collection, and evaluation,
nowadays mandatory to carry on experiments at synchrotrons,
and moving these processes to an automated management
system capable of employing state-of-the-art Big Data technologies, will be pivotal for users to be able to take full advantage of
their data. Such automated, Big Data capable systems will thus
greatly facilitate production of research publications, even for
first-time users.

The rapid development of synchrotrons has massively increased the
speed at which experiments can be performed, while new techniques have
increased the amount of raw data collected during each experiment. While
this has created enormous new opportunities, it has also created tremendous challenges for national facilities and users. With the huge increase in
data volume, the manual analysis of data is no longer possible. As a result,
only a fraction of the data collected during the time- and money-expensive
synchrotron beam-time is analyzed and used to deliver new science.
Additionally, the lack of an appropriate data analysis environment limits the
realization of experiments that generate a large amount of data in a very
short period of time. The current lack of automated data analysis pipelines
prevents the fine-tuning of beam-time experiments, further reducing their
potential usage. These effects, collectively known as the “data deluge,”
affect synchrotrons in several different ways including fast data collection,
available local storage, data management systems, and curation of the
data. This review highlights the Big Data strategies adopted nowadays at
synchrotrons, documenting this novel and promising hybridization between
science and technology, which promise a dramatic increase in the number
of scientific discoveries.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the scientific community has witnessed the
rapid development of emerging technologies in scientific
imaging sensors such as complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and charge-coupled devices (CCD). New
generations of X-ray imaging detectors with smaller pixel
sizes and higher frame rates make it possible to study scientific issues at higher spatial and temporal resolutions. Their
widespread use at diverse beamlines involving a wide range of
different disciplines and experimental technologies makes it
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In recent years, a vision of a “superfacility” has been
proposed by the Advanced Light Source (ALS) and the National
Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in California,
which is meant to help users focus only on those scientific
meaningful data from the ALS which could lead to new discoveries, rather than have to deal with an unstructured massive
amount of raw data.[1–3] Such an approach is achievable only by
giving users real-time simultaneous access to the experimental,
computational, and algorithmic resources at synchrotrons.
To pursue similar superfacility visions, synchrotron facilities
worldwide are focusing on devising efficient Big Data strategies but, to data, such efforts are sparse and not well coordinated. One example is the ICAT framework developed at the
Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) in UK and
implemented at Diamond Light Source, as well as the ISIS neutron facility and the Central Laser Facility at Harwell complex.[4]
The ICAT system aims to take control of the data cataloging
through the development of a metadata database, which monitors, indexes, and labels all the data connected to users, from
the original proposal, through data collection, to the final publications, allowing them to be tracked and organized, as well
as conveniently accessed by users for their data evaluation. A
second example is the European PaNdata project which brings
together 14 large research facilities and is aimed at unifying
standards and tools, and easing scientists’ interaction with
data pipelines while providing the ability to carry out experiments seamlessly across several large facilities.[5] The project
specifically aims at creating an umbrella management system
that allows the user to choose the best synchrotron or neutron
facility for their scientific needs, and guide them to select the
most appropriate beamline, technique and setup which can
most effectively maximize the scientific outcome of their experiments. A third example is given by the “CAMERA” (Center
for Advanced Mathematics for Energy Research Applications)
project at LBNL, funded by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE).[6] The CAMERA project team pursues applied mathematical research, designs new algorithms, develops prototype
codes, packages, and graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The project releases software, with the corresponding documentation,
in order to meet the needs of users of the large DOE research
facilities, and one focus is targeted at implementing massively
parallel modeling and simulation for DOE’s synchrotron light
sources by interfacing these models with supercomputer facilities nation-wide.[7] A last example is the “Discovery Engines for
Big Data” project at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) within
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL).[8] The project is implementing advanced Big Data approaches capable of handling
high data rates during the analysis of large volumes of Big Data
sets, and is aiming at the deployment of an universal interface
capable of visualizing in quasi-real-time, the users’ processed
data, both locally and remotely. However, the uniqueness of the
local beamlines and IT infrastructures at the facilities, as well
as the different specific project goals, has not made possible, to
date, the development of a widely applicable and universal Big
Data framework, which could extensively handle the multidisciplinary needs of synchrotron large facilities.
What is still needed is an environment that is both transparent and user-friendly for users while at the same time
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implementing powerful tools for Big Data management and
visualization. Such an environment could effectively accelerate the rate of scientific discoveries hidden or, lost within
the deluge of data produced nowadays at synchrotrons. This
ocean of data can effectively hide meaningful scientific patterns
that are not immediately accessible to users without the aid of
advanced Big Data technologies.
In this review, we will detail different Big Data approaches
that have been implemented at several synchrotron facilities,
and which could be effectively generalized to develop a novel
cross-domain and cross-facility solution that will accelerate the
creation of user-friendly superfacilities.

2. Scientific Community-Driven
Big Data Approaches
This review discriminates between scientific community-driven
and facility-driven Big Data approaches. The former focuses
on specialized disciplines and usually effectively only address
single scientific issues for specific experimental technologies
at single beamlines. The latter aims at finding generalized
solutions to cross-domain scientific problems within a very
multidisciplinary environment at the large facilities, and thus
address synchrotron-wide scientific problems. Convergence of
the two worlds is urgently needed within the synchrotron community, but, to date, no uniform ultimate solution has been
accepted by the scientific community. This section is thus dedicated to the description of several Big Data approaches which
have been implemented both at single beamlines as well as
across the whole facilities. These approaches could have great
scientific potential if enhanced with the state-of-the-art Big Data
science management capabilities, as described in Section 3.

2.1. X-Ray Crystallographic Community
As one of the most powerful tools in structural science, X-ray
crystallography is devoted to the study of structure and properties of proteins, nucleic acids, small molecule compounds,
and macromolecular complexes with atomic-level resolution.
Crystallography is generally regarded as a scientific discipline
with a high degree of automation regarding data management, validation, access, and reuse.[9] Digital crystallographic
databases have existed for more than half a century, providing
comprehensive resources and archives of crystal structures
of inorganic, organic, metal–organic, and biological macromolecular compounds of unprecedented value to the widest
structural science communities.[10] The International Union
of Crystallography (IUCr) and the crystallographic community
have established several global databases that provide open
access to researchers all over the world. Examples include the
Worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) for biological macromolecules;[11–13] the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) provided by Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC)[14]
and the Crystallography Open Database (COD)[15] for chemical
crystallography; the International Centre for Diffraction Data
(ICDD) Power Diffraction File (PDF) database for materials
identification;[16,17] the CRYSTMET database for metals and
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intermetallics;[18] and the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database
(ICSD) for inorganic compounds.[19] The great variety of curated
databases in the X-ray crystallographic community have a long
history and are excellent exemplars of data archiving and data
sharing incorporating considerable domain expertise. Standard
data archiving file formats defined by the IUCr and containing
metadata are used in these databases. For example, the COD
database ingests data in the standard Crystallographic Information File (CIF) format[20,21] while the wwPDB database collects
data in the PDB file format and the mmCIF format.[11–13] More
recently, the NeXus data format[22–26] and HDF5 data format[27]
have been widely used as an integral part of the synchrotron
light sources data exchange and data archiving pipelines. HDF5
is a public domain open-source binary file format, which is selfdescribing, portable, extensible, and platform-independent, and
is well supported by both commercial and free software tools.
NeXus is a common data format for neutron, X-ray, and muon
science built on top of the HDF data format. Historically, it supports reading and writing data files in HDF4, HDF5, and XML
formats using the NeXus Application Programming Interface
(API). Recently, the support for all other formats was abandoned in favor of the HDF5 file format using standard HDF5
tools.[26] Standard data formats, commonly shared within an
entire scientific community could significantly facilitate cooperation on data analysis and visualization, and the NeXus
format, commonly used within the scattering community, provides a relevant example for this practice. A common standard
will also facilitate publishing Open Data, which is increasingly
becoming mandatory by research funding agencies worldwide.
One of the most important advances in the archiving of
structure information in crystallographic community is that
typically only reduced data in the form of structure-factor
amplitudes derived from the raw experimental data are stored
in the database. The Crystallographic Information Framework
(CIF) “ontologies” are used to classify data at each step of the
data processing lifecycle, making use of a coherent information
flow (Figure 1) which ranges from experimental data collection,
data processing and reduction, structure solution and
refinement, annotation, validation, to published articles, meanwhile curating the database deposit for each crystallographic
experiment.[28] Raw experimental data are not yet required by
journals and they are therefore stored separately at synchrotrons
or laboratories, or even discarded. The reduced and derived data
are instead required to be deposited or uploaded together with
the corresponding articles of IUCr journals. The CIF is a standardized approach to data characterization and management,
which is widely used by crystallographic databases and journals
for structure information submission, validation, and storage.
In 2011, the IUCr established the Diffraction Data Deposition Working Group (DDDWG) to study the benefits and
feasibility of archiving raw diffraction images for the crystallographic community. In 2014, a collection of articles published
in Acta Crystallographica Section D provided an overview of this
raw data archiving issue in the field of macromolecular structure determination.[29–33] Among the efforts on providing easy
and public access to raw experimental data, the Australian
Synchrotron provides one of the most advanced services for
raw data archiving with its Store.Synchrotron data storage
service aimed at macromolecular crystallography,[31] as well as
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Figure 1. The schematic shows the coherent information flow used in crystallography, where CIF ontologies are used to characterize data at each step
of the data processing life cycle, from experimental setup to published article and curated database storage. Reproduced with permission.[28] Copyright
2016, Ubiquity Press.

offering a comprehensive diffraction data publication and dissemination system, the Structural Biology Data Grid (SBDG),
which is targeted at preserving the primary experimental data
sets that support scientific publications.[34]
This review highlights some of the core features of the SBDG
system which is described in detail in ref. [34]. The SBDG pilot
collection feature allows to methodically estimate the stepwise storage requirements necessary in order to implement a
well-defined structural biology pipeline. It is estimated that
48 petabytes storage is required in order to accommodate all
the experimental data sets for 100 000 structures. Figure 2 illustrates the primary experimental data flow and the flowchart
for data publication of SBDG, where data sets are collected at

Figure 2. The schematics exemplify the a) data flow for the primary
experimental data and b) the workflow for the SBDG data publication.
Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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synchrotrons and then transferred to end-users for further processing and structure determination. At this stage the data pipeline is then forked with refined macromolecular models stored
within the PDB, while the primary data sets are transferred to
the SBDG. From the SBDG, the primary data sets are duplicated within the data access alliance (DAA) centers (an open
organization made of research-data-storage providers, developed
jointly with the Globus Project, with presence in Europe, Asia,
North America, and South America), and can then be replicated
to DAA Satellites, which include High Performance Computing
(HPC) Facilities, universities, and end-users. One of the main
characteristics which distinguishes the SBDG system from other
large facilities approaches is its ability to discriminate data sets
with fully qualified DOIs, used for data publication (Figure 2b).
In order to register a data set, the user depositing the data needs
to complete a web form which includes a set of basic information ranging from sample specifications, data collection facility,
supporting information (e.g., publications and PDB code), as
well as authorships. The information are then collected and
mapped to the DataCite schema (Figure 3). The data sets are
thus registered and a corresponding DOI is reserved. The primary data sets are then verified and a status for them is thereafter granted, which consist of including them in the biweekly
SBDG release or placing them on hold. As with the PDB, once
the data are published they will be released and no longer kept
on hold. The system further implements a unified publication support workflow (Figure 4a) linked with the data citation
for specific data sets (Figure 4b). Analogously to the previous
workflow for primary data, the research-related data transferred
by the user are also kept on hold and not released till publication. The end-user will be thus provided with a set of DOIs and
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Figure 4. a) Illustration of the data publication guidelines including software and data citations. b) Data Citation guidelines. Reproduced with
permission.[34] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.

Figure 3. The DataCite metadata core schema as it is used for the primary data sets within SBDG. Reproduced with permission.[34] Copyright
2016, Springer Nature.

corresponding data and software citations generated by the
system. Subsequently, the reference section of the manuscript
is populated with those research data DOIs as well as scientific
software citations as they are included in the system. Once the
manuscript reaches the publication stage, the user updates the
databases in order to release both the primary and supporting
data. This process is very time-sensitive, and in order to make it
efficient it is requested that the users update the database close
to the manuscript publication and in accordance with its publication date, thus aiming at granting access to the scientific community to the data when the article is released.
In conclusion, one of the main protagonists of the community-driven approaches, as presented in this review, is the very
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active X-ray crystallographic community, whereas the SBDG
is one of the most prominent outcome from this community,
tackling data curation and management, and supporting the
whole data processing pipeline within the whole synchrotron
lifecycle. The SBDG aims at guiding the users through the best
practices to catalog their data and results, as well as making
them easily accessible to the whole scientific community, using
the most standardized and well-accepted archiving and identification approaches.[35–41] These efforts result in improving the
linking of the raw data collected at synchrotrons with the published articles based on the data. Data management strategies,
as they are presented in the SBDG, are particularly relevant for
those scientific communities which are already aided by powerful automatized processing software, producing Big Data
that need to be efficiently cataloged. Big Data catalogs are in
fact of a great benefit to those communities which share fundamental data approaches with the X-ray crystallographic community, where aiding and coordinating the sharing of raw and
processed data is essential in order to develop and improve
software that addresses limitations of existing data processing
pipelines, as well as improving existing scientific models.
Implementing new software features, as requested by the community, and then openly sharing their scientific results, may in
fact be crucial in promoting new scientific discoveries, achievable only by processing the synchrotron data deluge through
the most modern and improved computational analytic criteria.

2.2. Tomography Community
Tomography beamlines, with their data intensive output, are
the best candidates for Big Data strategies, as they produce the
majority of the largest data sets at synchrotron facilities nowadays. There are many examples of data intensive beamlines at
synchrotron, among them the Hard X-ray Micro-Tomography
Beamline (8.3.2) at ALS, where users generally collect more
than 1 terabyte of raw data per day, which then in turn generates further additional terabytes of processed data,[42] as
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well as the TOMCAT beamline[43] at the Swiss Light Source
(SLS), where they have developed the GigaFRoST detector
system which provides continuous data acquisition rates up
to 7.7 GB s−1.[44] To keep up with this enormous data rate, significant improvements are required within the data management and processing pipeline. For instance, a new and efficient
tomographic reconstruction pipeline has been developed at SLS
in order to take full advantage of the potential provided by the
innovative GigaFRoST detector system, which makes use of
HPC parallelization approaches.[45]
This is not an isolated attempt and several solutions at different large facilities have been developed in order to address
the Big Data demands of the tomography community, and thus
deal with these new data deluge challenges. Among other prominent examples, Python-based TomoPy framework at APS[46]
has been a very successful data-intensive approach, which has
also been adopted at ALS and equipped with a modern interface[7] to allow a further increase in productivity for tomography
users. Other examples are: the open-source Python-based Savu
framework at Diamond Light Source which reconstructs both
full-field tomography data and multimodal, mapping tomography data, and allows concurrent processing of multiple datasets;[47] the SPOT framework at ALS, equipped with a powerful
web portal that allows users to quickly visualize their data even
on lightweight terminals, which are then transparently linked to
supercomputer facilities for further data processing;[42,48,49] the
PyHST2 at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), a
hybrid distributed code for high-speed tomographic reconstruction capable of handling Big Data at the latest generation synchrotrons with a data rate of ≈10 terabytes per experiment;[50]
the UFO framework at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT),
a powerful tomography reconstruction pipeline implemented to
take full advantage of the modern GPU clusters.[51,52]
It is possible to categorize Big Data approaches within
the tomography community in two main classes: (i) Big
Data analytics equipped with a global network and a cloud
system and aimed at integrating throughout the whole facility
infrastructure (e.g., the SPOT framework at ALS) and (ii)
real-time data-intensive processing aimed at single beamlines (e.g., TOMCAT beamline at SLS). This review covers
the two approaches through a discussion of two prominent
computational frameworks in place at synchrotron facilities.
The ALS has developed and deployed the SPOT framework
that, while collecting data from ALS, provides advanced tools
to the ALS users to support their data organization, long-term

preservation, and real-time data analysis. It is powered by the
latest technologies in data storage, networking, and computing
offered by the local NERSC and the Energy Sciences Network
(ESnet).[42] This framework runs mostly on NERSC’s and
ESnet’s infrastructure, which includes ESnet networking and
data transfer nodes (DTNs) and the NERSC Global file systems,
as well as extensive computer resources, storage systems, and
science gateways with database services. SPOT makes available
raw and derived data to users through beamline and remote
interfaces by means of a science-gateway service, in addition
to providing analysis tools. The users can thus query data sets,
browse and visualize images, download HDF5 formatted data,
as well as process data for further simulation and analysis. In
addition, the science gateway is built on PHP, JQuery, and
Bootstrap and is equipped with a highly reactive environment
in order to support smartphone, tablet, and desktop browsers
from a single source.
The detailed data management and analysis frameworks
of SPOT are illustrated in Figure 5. At ALS the experimental
parameters set by the users are captured as metadata and
linked to the metadata and raw data produced by the beamline. This metadata is then packaged into HDF5 files by the
DTNs and automatically moved to NERSC DTNs via ESnet. Big
Data archiving is a very sensitive step at synchrotrons, and at
ALS it is handled with SPOT, where it needs to satisfy, on one
hand, the need for users for a long-term data archive, achieved
through HPSS (high performance storage system) tapes, but,
on the other hand, without sacrificing performance, which is
important for the subsequent data analysis that involves NERSC’s GPFS-based (General Parallel File System) global project
format, accessible to both DTNs and HPC machines. A robust
interfacing between raw data and metadata is essential, which,
at ALS, is achieved thorough integrating HDF5 metadata into
a Mongo database (MongoDB) at NERSC. This solution allows
for a consistent indexing of the Big Data produced and thus
efficient Big Data management, visualization and cataloging,
as there is an exclusive correspondence between the HDF5
metadata and the contents of the MongoDB. Cataloging efficiently Big Data is a crucial step in order to implement automatic analysis pipelines, which at ALS are carried out using
the NERSC HPC resources. A distributed analysis approach
is then followed with up to 30 individual steps involved. Furthermore, in order to keep up with Big Data concurrency and
dependency, SPOT is equipped with a custom workflow engine.
Implementing parallelization on up to 100 cores allows SPOT

Figure 5. Schematics of the SPOT framework. Reproduced with permission.[42] Copyright 2014, SPIE.
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to effectively manage the transition from data-intensive to
analysis-intensive computation. In order to allow nonexpert
users, with low computational proficiency, to access, download, and visualize both raw and analyzed data, the SPOT suite
is equipped with a remotely accessible web portal and custom
data APIs and interfaces developed with MongoDB, Django,
PHP, JQuery, Bootstrap, HTML5, and WebGL.
Using the SPOT framework (Figure 6), raw data produced
at the Micro-Tomography Beamline at ALS are processed and
analyzed through a stepwise workflow,[49] where they are first
normalized, followed by sinogram generation, center-of-rotation (CoR) calibration, and final reconstruction. Then, after ring
removal and HDF5 packaging, the images can be displayed on
the web portal. Using the SPOT suite, in less than 40 min a
full tomographic reconstruction of a data set is achieved, which
includes less than 10 min of parallel execution time for the
reconstruction and ≈30 min of queueing time at NERSC, due

Figure 6. Processing workflow of the SPOT framework on raw data.
Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2014, IEEE Press.
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to waiting time for codes to begin execution. The waiting time
thus hinders real-time experimental feedback.[42]
Although, at ALS an efficient large-scale Big Data infrastructure, capable of networking together large synchrotrons and
computational facilities, has been fully implemented, effectively
bridging scientific experiments with HPC technologies, this is
at the expense being able to offer quasi real-time feedback. A
different solution has been implemented at the SLS that offers
an on-the-fly data processing pipeline for real-time tomography
but is specific to the TOMCAT beamline.[45] The pipeline efficiently handles large data sets to deliver reconstructed results
for tomographic imaging in a few seconds after the data acquisition, making use of dedicated small clusters located at the
beamline itself.
We therefore see that using remote HPC capabilities, offered
by centers like NERSC, allows users to perform Big Dataintensive analytics and visualization on complex scientific
experiments at synchrotrons, freeing them from the burden of
managing complex computational architectures or requiring
beamline scientists to possess expertise in advanced computation. Furthermore, users can benefit from the extensive storage
capabilities present at HPC centers thus easing their data management, curation, and archiving requirements. However, we
also see that such a framework results in beamline scientists
and users not having complete control over computational
resources which are subject to facility timetabling, downtimes,
and regulations. Since real-time feedback is crucial for some
experiments, the inevitable computational queuing times from
the use of the large computational resources can result in
serious limitations for such users.[2]
To date, the best universal solution to the synchrotron Big
Data issue has still not yet been delivered to the scientific community. A combination of the most advanced computational
approaches adopted nowadays within the wider Big Data fields
needs thus to be imported and fully integrated within synchrotron facilities. This would require the presence of powerful Big
Data clusters on synchrotron premises to act as local clouds
for the increasing deployment of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices at the beamlines. In future, beamlines will see a steady
increase in automation, with sensors and other feedback systems autonomously aiding machine learning (ML) routines
(and thus sharing many similarities with the most conventional
IoT), meanwhile elastically scaling the computational load to
national supercomputer facilities. At present we see a clash
between centralized cloud computing and edge computing at
the beamlines. In the future, we foresee that the integration
between these two solutions will become stronger and hybrid
solutions will emerge, with consistent implications for the fundamental operational principles of synchrotrons (as well as,
more generally, of other large facilities).
In this section, the review has focused on Big Data
approaches initiated as scientific community efforts or facility
initiatives, thus comparing global HPC data networking
approaches to local real-time data processing. Both approaches
can be generalized and deployed within a multidiscipline synchrotron facility made up of several specialized beamlines.
However, only the integration of the most advanced Big Data
computational frameworks can guarantee a smooth bridging
between these two Big Data approaches. The next section is
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thus dedicated to a review of those efforts within the synchrotron community that are aimed at integrating an advanced computational Big Data framework within the synchrotron lifecycle.

3. Computational Big Data Approaches
In Section 2, we have introduced some of the main scientific
community-driven approaches, which are nowadays used in
synchrotron facilities. The long history of using global databases to provide comprehensive archives of crystal structures
within the X-ray crystallographic community, and the recently
developed experimental diffraction data storage, dissemination,
and publication system are excellent examples of large facilities
data management systems, and provide a solid basis for future
integrations of the state-of-the-art computational technologies
within the synchrotron scientific backbone. Additionally, the
data processing approaches developed within the tomography
community show that while there has been a significant effort
toward implementing real-time feedback systems for specific
beamlines, there has also been an approach that incorporates
global HPC resources and cloud services. This clearly shows
that advanced Big Data approaches, used with HPC technologies, can be successfully imported and adapted to support many
of the needs of the modern synchrotron community.
In this section, the review will cover the recent computational
advancements introduced within the synchrotron community
to address the Big Data issue through the adoption of advanced
HPC and ML, which are very promising technologies for
synchrotron Big Data management, analysis, and visualization.
Although these efforts are still at an embryonic stage, they possess a great potential, but need to be tailored to, and expanded
throughout, the challenging synchrotron multidisciplinary
environment.

3.1. Parallelization
In order to take full advantage of the computing resources
provided by HPC clusters as well as to implement real-time
feedback systems, massively parallel codes and algorithms have
been developed.
A flexible grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering
(GISAXS) simulation framework that makes full use of the
parallel processing power provided by graphics processors and
multicore processors is well represented by the high-performance GISAXS software (HipGISAXS), developed at ALS.[53]
HipGISAXS not simply allows for fast GISAXS data modeling
and simulation, but also provides the user with parallel computation capabilities allowing multiple GISAXS data sets to be
processed concurrently, which is crucial in order to handle the
Big Data deluge. In addition, the code has been parallelized for
both CPU and GPU, allowing it to run on hybrid clusters, thus
achieving accelerations of nearly two orders of magnitude.[53]
Modern parallelization approaches adopted in synchrotron
facilities are not limited to one type of application, but are rapidly expanding to all data-intensive synchrotron applications,
and among the ptychography is the technique benefiting most
from these implementations. This is a relatively recent scanning
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coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) technique, which provides
the unprecedented capability of imaging extended samples in
three dimensions with wavelength-limited spatial resolution
along with chemical specificity.[54,55] Compared to previous X-ray
imaging techniques, ptychography offers superior robustness
and resolution, at the expense of more advanced and timeconsuming data analysis. High spatial resolution images are
typically reconstructed from more than 100 far-field diffraction
patterns, using iterative phase retrieval algorithms with hundreds of iterations. By taking advantage of massively parallel
architectures and the computing performance offered by HPC
clusters, high-throughput processing can expedite image reconstructions and provide immediate feedback of results. This is
in fact the target of the multi-GPU accelerated ptychography
software SHARP (Scalable Heterogeneous Adaptive Real-time
Ptychography) developed at ALS through the CAMERA project.[56] It uses parallelization and CUDA-based GPU computing
to produce real-time ptychographic images from synchrotron
experiments. A similar parallel ptychographic reconstruction
software package has been developed at the APS.[57]
Besides the two parallelization examples introduced above,
massively parallel methods for large-scale density functional
theory calculations, such as DGDFT[58] and SIESTA-PEXSI,[59]
or selected inversion for distributed memory computer systems such as PSelInv[60] have been developed. In addition, a
multicore and GPU computational tool using a parallelized
Fast Marching Method, augmented with flood fill algorithms to
aid the investigation of new materials for energy applications
through molecular dynamics simulations, FMM,[61] has been
recently developed and made capable of efficiently scaling to
more than 100 000 HPC cores. With appropriate IT support
and hardware infrastructure, these methods can be converted
into modular software for synchrotron beamline applications,
provided that they are equipped with user-friendly interfaces
for transparent data-intensive HPC synchrotron-wide applications. Furthermore, some efforts at building user-friendly
GUIs, aimed at easing user access to advanced synchrotron
and computational techniques, are already under way and the
newly developed Xi-CAM interface is one of the most relevant
examples in this field.[7] This is a GUI tool developed at ALS
by the CAMERA collaboration for scattering and tomography
data visualization, management, and analysis. It is equipped
with promising features, including the ability of interfacing the
GUI, and thus the synchrotron Big Data handled by Xi-CAM,
directly and transparently with a supercomputer facility, as
well as taking full advantage of massive parallelization on local
clusters. Moreover, the tool has been developed as an agile
python-based package, which, following a proper plugin implementation, is capable of managing Big Data produced from the
majority of the synchrotron beamlines, and is thus potentially
a candidate for the first universal user-friendly multidiscipline
synchrotron interface.

3.2. Machine Learning
On the one hand, the Big Data deluge generated by synchrotron
facilities nowadays creates crucial challenges to the scientific community to meet the data analysis requirements using
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clustering, which forms a robust backbone to probe datasets with
traditional methods. On the other hand, this data deluge offers
noise and does not require an a priori knowledge of the known
unprecedented opportunities to develop and refine approaches
number of phases required to understand the role of the minority
aimed at supporting data-intensive scientific discoveries,
phases in functional materials.[68,69] A schematic of this approach
such as those described as the “fourth paradigm” in Big Data
[62]
science. These novel approaches make heavy use of state-ofthat was used to interpret the nanoscale X-ray spectromicroscopy
data of the phases of LiCoO2 in a Li-ion battery (relevant for the
the-art machine learning methods, such as pattern recognition,
decision trees, and convolution neural network (CNN),[63] which
corresponding functional materials applications and devices fabrication), is shown in Figure 7.[69] The battery cell was probed
are promising technologies from which the image-centric Big
Data science at synchrotron facilities will greatly benefit. In
using a synchrotron transmission X-ray microscope (TXM), as
fact, its three-level structure will bring considerable advantages
illustrated in the “Big data collection” inset in Figure 7. During
to large facilities: (i) low-level, identifying characteristic features
the X-ray spectro-microscopic scan, images were collected using
within an image; (ii) intermediate level, detecting the occura CCD detector from 7560 to 7980 eV with 105 energy points.
rence of a physical process from a sequence of images; (iii)
After initial data reduction, over 10 million X-ray absorption near
high-level: learning and predicting scientifically meaningful
edge structure (XANES) spectra of the Co K-edge were recorded.
trends.[64] Additionally, there is great potential using machine
A randomly chosen subset, including X-ray absorption spectra
made of 500 pixels, is shown as “X-ray absorption spectrum”
learning methods to process and provide feedback to beamline
in Figure 7. The distribution of three phases in three isolated
control data, as it will allow progress toward full automation at
particles, obtained using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm, is
synchrotron beamline stations, in which data can only run in
shown in the “Data Mining” inset in Figure 7. The green area,
presence of experienced beamline scientists.
in the center of the upper left particle, maps the distribution of
In recent years, machine learning is undergoing a conan unanticipated minority phase, while the other two colors corsiderable evolution, moving from traditional, naive, neural
respond to the anticipated charged state and discharged state
network approaches toward deep learning models, equipped
of LiCoO2. The minority phase involves the overlithiation and
with a rational, optimized, and informative neural structure.
Particularly, the implementation of Deep Learning for image
deactivation of the particle, with the final scientific meaningful
classification has proved to be very successful. This is mainly
results shown in the “Scientific results” inset in Figure 7. This
due to the huge amount of data available and the increasing
unsupervised machine learning approach is widely applicable to
capabilities of network architectures.[64] A prominent example
many other systems.
Much is expected from further application and extenis the Deep Learning and ImageNet recognition challenge,
sion of machine learning approaches to the most diverse
where the classification error rate, obtained using only Deep
beamlines at synchrotrons worldwide, offering advanced
Learning, demonstrated that with this approach it is possible to
capabilities, exploring the most diverse and complex chemically
achieve better results than humans.[65–67] It is therefore possible
heterogeneous nanostructures, and thus effectively establishing
to forecast that the inclusion of the latest machine learning
itself as an ubiquitous Big Data approach.
approaches within the synchrotron Big Data backbone infrastructure will witness a dramatic acceleration
within the next few years, especially that of
unsupervised machine learning, which can
benefit a large number of research fields
and a wide range of synchrotron users. One
of the most active synchrotron communities
prototyping machine learning is the X-ray
spectromicroscopic community.
The X-ray spectromicroscopy, with its
accelerated data acquisition rates, offers an
exclusive set of features which allow the
synchrotron user to investigate functional
material systems characterized by hierarchically complex and heterogeneous structures.
By combining high nano-spatial resolution and
a sophisticated chemical sensitivity, the users
can thus resolve a large variety of chemistry
and atomic structures. However, the manual
analysis of the large volume of data produced,
containing more than 10 million X-ray absorption spectra, poses significant challenges. To
aid researchers to address this Big Data issue,
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise) has been developed. Figure 7. Schematic representation of data mining approach aimed at the in-depth underIt consists of unsupervised machine learning standing of the role of minority phases in functional materials for LiCoO2/Li battery applications.
(data mining) algorithms for automatic Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
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The development of unmanned beamlines will of course
pose great challenges, for example, one of the major bottlenecks hindering the development of an efficient and fully automated X-ray tomography data processing pipeline is poor CoR
calibration. The most reliable CoR calibration method for a
wide range of data and noise levels is still visual inspection and
evaluation. In order to overcome this bottleneck, a CNN classification model has been recently developed to automatically
discriminate between correct and incorrect CoRs reconstructions.[70] The proposed approach is based on the significant different features which distinguish the well-centered from the
off-centered X-ray tomography reconstructions. The CNN can
thus be trained to discriminate between these different features,
and the trained CNN can then be used to automatically find
the correct CoRs. Specifically, during the training phase, the
well-centered reconstructions are selected and tagged through
visual inspection, while leaving the labeling of the off-centered
reconstructions to the CNN classification models. In Figure 8,
the results of the trained CNN validation on three experimental
data sets produced at the TOMCAT beamline at the SLS and on
two data sets at the 2 BM beamline at APS are shown.[70] One
of the five data sets is used to train the CNN, while the rotation
axis for the other four data sets are predicted using the trained
CNN. Four well-centered reconstruction images with correct
rotation axes are shown in Figure 8a–d, which are nearly identical to those determined manually through visual inspection.
In recent years, other approaches making use of machine
learning methods have also been developed. One example is
the application of the deep CNN methods to X-ray tomography
which can improve the quality of the projections collected, thus
increasing by at least tenfold, the final low-dose fast acquisition

Figure 8. The four different well centered images are used to calibrate
the CoR with CNN. a,b) Slices of rock samples measured at the TOMCAT
beamline at the SLS. c,d) Slices of the same rock sample but measured
at the beamline 2 BM at APS. Reproduced with permission.[70] Copyright
2017, International Union of Crystallography.
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X-ray tomographic signal.[71] Further examples include the
application of machine learning approaches to image classification
and pattern recognition in image analysis of protein crystals,[72–77]
X-ray diffraction,[78,79] X-ray scattering,[80–82] X-ray spectroscopy,[83]
parameter-space exploration,[84–86] as well as X-ray microtomography.[87] At ALS this approach has been incorporated in a whole
framework to address Images across Domains, Experiments,
Algorithms and Learning (IDEAL), which is aimed at addressing
a full set of pattern recognition and analysis problems.[88]

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, while there have been many efforts at producing
powerful Big Data environments ranging from single beamlines to applications over entire large facilities, and involving
several national multiyear programs including more than one
large facility, to date, there are still no unified or comprehensive solutions that can be considered close to realizing the
user-friendly superfacility vision. While a huge gap is still present between community- and synchrotron-driven Big Data
initiatives and advanced computational approaches, it is also
clear that this gap is rapidly reducing. At present, with such a
plethora of national and international initiatives aimed at combining synchrotron science with HPC Big Data approaches, it
is thus possible to envisage a full integration between the multidisciplinary synchrotron science and the advanced Big Data
science strategies, aimed at creating the ultimate user-friendly
superfacilities in the near future. In order to address the crucial
Big Data challenges that affect synchrotrons worldwide, it will
be necessary to deploy a novel Big Data science infrastructure
where artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, automation, real-time remote experiments, and high-performance
computing converge to create the first-ever superfacility capable
of accelerating scientific discoveries and technological advancements, and allowing users who are nonspecialists in these technologies to obtain scientifically meaningful results in real-time.
This will effectively extend the use of synchrotron facilities to
the largest plethora of scientific disciplines ever and dramatically increase the scientific productivity of these large facilities,
as well as the advancement of science and technology. At this
embryonic stage, a strong international community collaboration is essential, and further initiatives on synchrotron Big Data
science, promoted to strengthen partnerships between different
countries, will be highly beneficial for synchrotrons worldwide
in order to achieve their common Big Data goals. We believe
that there are great expectations from the future developments
within the synchrotron Big Data field, particularly involving
the embedding of machine learning technologies as an integral solution for synchrotron, and large facilities in general.
In addition, we see that deep learning technologies will guide
even the most inexperienced synchrotron users through proposal writing, helping them to fulfill their scientific needs
by advising them of the most appropriate synchrotron technology, automatically proposing the right beamline, technique
and experimental setup most suitable for their experiment, as
well as setting up unmanned beamlines. Such systems will be
capable of filtering the Big Data deluge their measurements
will generate, automatically selecting for the users only those
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data useful for their publications, finally visualizing in real-time
at the beamline, or in remote at the users institutions, the final
postprocessed data within the most user-friendly interface. The
present status of the actual synchrotron Big Data developments
is promising and considering the high speed with which such
Big Data technologies are being integrated into our social lives,
we may expect a similar acceleration in their inclusion within
the synchrotron community as well in the near future.
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